
• Identifying the how prolonged gliding in human ski jumping is produced without proper physiological 

structure and rules around competition 

• Examine the physiological adaptions in a sample of gliding animals that human do not possess 

• Understanding common practices between human and animal jumping and gliding practices 

Physi-O-lympics – Ski Jumping Form and Gliding Animal Physiology  
Drew Dalziel , Course Biol 321, Biology Program , UNBC 3333 University Way, Prince George, BC  

 Introduction 

Ski jumping is a sport that involves a high degree of risk and as such, a high degree of training, to 

experience a sense of flight not possible to human under normal circumstances. With that in mind, ski 

jumpers are not the only professional gliders in the world. In the animal kingdom there are many examples 

of animals evolving unique physiology to achieve a degree of flight. This is a look into the  methods 

employed by ski jumpers compared to the morphology and behavioral adaptations of gliding snakes and tree 

frogs. 

Information was gathered from sources available to the U.N.B.C. library, online 

resources, and personal inquiry. These include the rules and regulations for 

competition behavior and equipment for ski jumping for international completions 

and animal biology and morphology. The literature reviewed was chosen based on the 

data available and relevance to the project.   

Contact @ dalzield@unbc.ca 

 Objectives 

 Methods 

 Results 

• Ski jumpers have no direct adaptations to fly or glide but use 

equipment and body positioning to create lift and reduce drag 

• While in flight, adjustments are made with hands, held to the 

sides of the body and used to make small corrections. 

• The ski position and size allows for needed speed, and added 

surface area to the body, adding to both stability in flight and a 

chance to gain more lift. 200
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• The flying snake genus Chyrsopelea have a unique mechanism that allows them 

to glide through the air.  

• Using muscles to splay out the rib cage they create a concave surface on the 

underside of their body.  

• While in flight the snakes produce an undulating motion, which may be used to 

increase stability or may simply be a habituation performance with motion. 
Chyrsopelea paradisi.  Photo by Tim 

Laman, National Geographic. 

• Flying frogs use enlarged toes pads, webbed feet, dorsoventrally flattened 

bodies to add surface area and create lift.  

• The weigh of the frogs trends towards lower if they are a gliding frogs 

• When trying to glide the frogs, Rahcophorus nigropalmatus, spread their legs 

and toes to increase the surface available to increase lift.  

Rahcophorus nigropalmatus. Photo by 

Tim Laman, National Geographic.  

 Discussion 

The methods employed but all gliders is similar, a method to increase surface area and reduce drag. The 

morphology of flying snakes and frogs involves a light weight and thin surface area in combination with 

behavioral changes to create a lift force. The human ski jumpers create this almost exclusively through 

behavior, using body positioning to create left with only skis adding any surface area. There are rules in 

place to as the weigh of ski jumpers so that they do not become unweigh.  

Simon Ammann, Vancouver 2010. 

Photo by Simon Bruty. 

 Results 
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Humans can increase lift through body positioning but require equipment to reach speeds needed and have 

no direct physiological adaptions to aid in gliding. Snakes use mostly physiological adaptations, using their 

unique structures to glide through the air. Frogs use a more combined approach, using both the physiological 

adaptations of their feet and body and the behavioral stretching of limbs to increase surface area and control 

flight. Humans could increase flight time by using surface area increasing suits, such as “Squirrels” suits but 

in competitions only specific skintight uniforms are allowed that would allow no advantages. As a result it is 

solely on position and take off that the human ski jumpers are reliant on for gliding.   
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